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CLIMBS AND REGIONAL NOTES

PAINE GROUP

Principal first ascents Since preparing the list in A.J. 73. 157, we have
learned the following further information. The first ascent of Trident on 22
January 1961 was made by Vic Bray, Dave Clarke, Peter Henry, Barry Page
and Derek Walker. In 1966, a Japanese expedition from Hokkaido went to
Tierra del Fuego and after climbing several lesser peaks around Sal miento,
crossed to the mainland in a Chilean warship and made the first ascent of
Cerro Blanco (1900 m) in March. On the first ascent of Principal Cuernos, on
31 January 1968, rock difficulties were found only on the last tower, some
300 ft high. Most of the climb was rated at IV sup. with some 20 or 30 m of V
and VI grades, and some AI. Twenty-eight-pegs and three wedges, and some
fixed rope were needed. The party reached the top at 6.30pm in good weather,
but were forced to bivouac on the descent, and were caught by a storm on the
following day at the foot of the tower. They returned to Santiago after an
absence of forty days, of which, because of the peculiar Patagonia weather, only
four were spent in actual climbing.

Greenland
Japanese east-west crossing, Kungmiut-Jakobshavn, 1968 Nihon University Expedition. The party of nine went by local boat from Kungmiut to
Sermiligaq, and left there on 5 July, reaching 16 September glacier two days
later. Continued by Col des Esquimaux and Glacier de France [134] and
climbed Avantgarden (3240 m) in seventeen hours on 18 July. Did Mount
Forel on 20 July and on 24 July the crossing party (Kinju Ikeda (leader),
Hiroshi Sagano, Tsugio Satsukime, Tadashi Tawata) left the support party
who reached Kungmiut on 27 August. The crossing party encountered strong
winds and snow every day, marching west-north-west. Climbed Mount
Jomfluhen (2800 m) on 6 August, and then left the mountain region. On IQ-I I
August reached highest point of crossing, 68°15' ,400W. Arrived Jakobshavn
I
eptember.
Ichiro Yoshizawa
East Greenland: Kristians glacier area, 1968 The Army East Greenland
Expedition: C. H. Agnew (leader), D. Beaton (evacuated from Knud Rasmussens glacier with broken ankle), P. B. Cole (accompanied Beaton), P.
Dilly, J. W. A. Fleming, B. A. James, B. K. Porter, T. E. F. Taylor. Although
many expeditions had passed nearby during cros$ings of the ice-cap [de
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Quervain (1912), Lindsay (1934) and Victor (1936)], or on climbing trips to
nearby areas (see A.J. 72. 31), the Kristians glacier area itself in 1968 was still
unvisited, though mapped from the air during the war by the Danish geodetic
survey. Our advance party flew into the recently built airstrip at Kulusuk on
8 June and two of them, Crispin Agnew and Tim Taylor, eventually reached
the Kristians glacier on 23 June by the now established route shown in [134],
travelling at night. They received an air-drop from an R.A.F. Andover on
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135 The 196 Army party 01, Base Camp, Krislians glacier
Fleming, Taylor, James, Porter, Agnew, Dilly
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29 June and were joined ten days later by the remaining four members, who
had travelled by eskimo boat through the now open waters to the snout of
Knud Rasmussens glacier, and then overland.
While waiting, Agnew and Taylor climbed a peak which we provisionally
called It (2100 m), and the Bitch (2400 m) which gave 3000 ft of rock climbing
including an occasional pitch of \ . nfortunately Agnew subsequently hurt
his ankle while glissading and James stayed in Base with him. After a few days
rest the remaining four members established a camp three-quarters of the way
up to the col between Pt 3000 m (Pharaoh) and Pt 2730 m (Rhinohorn) with
a dump at the col itself, which, on account of the size of the crevasses in the
upper of the three minor ice-falls leading to it, we christened the 'Col de
'\\ oppers'. This camp was about 3000 ft above Base Camp, with which we
maintained line of sight radio contact, and the col gave easy access to the snowfield to the north of the Kristians glacier [136]. It was from this approach that
most of the peaks were climbed. In a week of very unsettled" eather, which
included two blizzards, Dilly and Fleming succeeded in climbing Pt 2730 m
(Rhinohorn) by its North-east ridge. The South face was gained via a snow
and ice couloir above the bergschrund. The rock was slabby with much loose
debri , and two pitches of I -V were the major obstacles until the ridge was
achieved. The gendarmes of the ridge were all turned on the south side. On
the same day they also climbed Pt 2860 m (Marquee) via the 1 orth and
North-east ridges. This proved an exciting ski-mountaineering route as far as
the upper bergschrund, thereafter the lorth ridge had a good ice-boss to the
steep upper snow-field. The knife-edge orth-east ridge was followed to the
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136 East Creenland: Kristians glacier area showing the acti,·itics of the 1968
Army expedition. The filled triangles indicate the summits of main peaks
climbed; those with several summits were usually traversed. All names
provisional. See map at [134] for position of the area. ketch map by Noel
Dilly

summit, minor cornices being turned to the south. Taylor and Porter failed on
Pt 3000 m (Pharaoh) after a long day on the steep rock of the South-east ridge,
which gave several pitches of IV-V. Two other minor summits were also
climbed. Soon after this attempt Taylor and James exchanged places, Porter
volunteering to do the round trip as escort. Later, on 23 July the Base Camp
party climbed a peak on the north of the Champs Elysees glacier, and on 28
July the whole expedition regathered at Base Camp.
Four days were spent at Base before returning to the top of the 'Col de \,yoppers',
which was reached after a day of bad weather on 3 August. The intention was to
go on to climb :\-Iount Forel, but because of the deep unconsolidated powder
snow sledging wa too arduous and the attempt was abandoned. The poor
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J 37 Looking sOllthlrom Artillery Peak to unclimbed peaks Dilly on summit.
Correction: for Horpon' please read 'Harpon'.
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condition of the fresh snow on the peaks kept all the major summits out of
condition, but during the next five days of unsettled weather several minor
peaks were climbed. However, a good clear spell (8-16 August) allowed eleven
peaks to be climbed, and one attempt made on :\Iount Churchill which was
abandoned 40 ft from the top after five pitches of Severe to Extreme. The
Pharaoh (Pt 3000 m) which was climbed by the West face on very steep ice
gave the hardest route on the expedition to Dilly, Taylor and Porter. The
peaks climbed during this period in general gave climbs of 1500-1800 ft from
the glacier and were often in the AD Inf. grade on snow-ice. Pt 2600 m (Mount
Durbar) climbed by Agnew and Fleming gave a long day of ridge traversing.
This brought the total number of peaks climbed to twenty-three.
We all then returned to Base Camp and Porter and Dilly undertook a botanical
site collection near the foot of the 'Col de Woppers' at the tip of its ortheastern limiting buttress. We left Base Camp for the coast on 19 August. The
snout of the glacier de France was reached on 27 August after considerable
handicap caused by the break up of sledges on the rough ice; the only feasible
route past the snout ice-fall lay on its northern-most edge, a near to the enclosing buttress as possible, and led conveniently to the only possible landing-place
for boats. We then sailed for Kulusuk down the Kangerdlugssuatsiaq fjord
(which is usually navigable from the middle of July until the middle of eptember).
Experience gained on this expedition would suggest to future parties that if
they are not good skiers they should consider snow-shoes as an alternative.
Our sledges were unsatisfactory for the rough usage on dry glaciers and perhaps
a welded all metal sledge of Nansen type would be better. We found I 2 miles
an hour to be a good speed sledge hauling along the general terrain that we
encountered. The snow and ice routes when in condition gave the best and most
successful climbs. The rock, as might be expected, was good on the steep
sections but in less steep sections much littered with debris. Temperatures
throughout the day were mild and down-type of clothing was not essential.

Noel DilIy

138 The Pharaoh from the east This peak gaye the hardest climb of the
expedition, from the other ideo Agnew in foreground
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139 East Greenland: the Thank God glacier area showing ~\1e activities of the
1968 London party. Based on Geodaetisk Institut No 66 0 1 and 2, and V.S.
Army No NQ 25 26-5. See map at [134] for position of area

East Greenland: Kangerdlugssuatsiaq fjord area, 1968 In July-August,
six members of the London University Graduate Mountaineering Club spent
five weeks north-east of the head of this fjord, ninety miles north-east of
Angmagssalik. We travelled by scheduled air service from Copenhagen to
Kulusuk and thence by boat to the Base Camp at the head of the fjord.
The main objective, Ingolfsfjaeld, 2232 m was not climbed due to a combination
of extreme difficulty of access from the north-west, bad weather and bad ice
conditions in the fjord, this suggesting a follow up to the original reconnaissance,
that a route would be possible from a valley on the south-east. Our efforts were
thus concentrated on the glacier running north-east from the fjord head to the
inland ice, named the Thank God glacier by Spencer Chapman and John
Rymill when they sledged up a section of it during the spring of 1933. (See
F. Spencer Chapman, Watkins' Last Expedition. J. R. Rymill, East Greenland.
Geographical Journal, May, 1934.) In between spells of atrocious weather, an
advanced base was set up at 650 m on the glacier, but was subsequently moved
to 586 m on the true right moraine after being blown down in a fifty-knot gale.
From this camp two abortive attempts were made on rock peaks of the Pusugssivit group, in each case the party being stopped by walls of rotten rock (southeast facing) about 100 m below the summits of approximately 1700 m. Two
members of the expedition achieved the first ascent of an 1800 m peak, not
marked on the map, which was part of the Ingolfsfjaeld group, while three

140 011 Thallk Cod glacier, lookillg north-west This and next photo: Derek
Fordham
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others skied up the glacier to an enormous snow basin, sighted by Spencer
Chapman and Rymill and named Salisbury Plain.
One summit of 1707 m was climbed on the day of arrival at the upper camp,
while bad weather prevented any activities other than digging out the tent for
the next twenty-four hours. The following morning it was necessary to leave
in white-out conditions in order to rendezvous with the boat at the fjord head
nearly twenty miles away.
The culminating trip was by the inflatable boat back to the valley south-east
of Ingolfsfjaeld to collect a dump of equipm.ent left on the glacier during the
original reconnaissance, and during this trip a peak of 1500 m was climbed.
We left Base Camp on 8 August and returned to Kulusuk via Kungmiut and
Angmagssalik, and thence by plane to Copenhagen.
1968 was a bad year for weather as the coastal pack-ice, which exerts a strong
local influence, was the worst since 1929. In a normal year, long periods of
settled weather can be expected during July and early August, and this area
holds considerable potential for exploration and mountaineering, with literally
hundreds of unclimbed and inaccurately mapped peaks cutting into the Arctic
sky.
Derek Fordham

South Greenland: Tasermiut fjord area, 1968 Inspired initially by Roger
Wallis' report in A.J. 68. 307, seven members of the Irish Mountaineering
Club (Joe Bent, Frank Doherty, Paul Hill, Joss Lynam (leader), Noel Lynch,
Doug Milnes, Ken Price) visited the head of this fjord in July-August. It was
mainly a mountaineering expedition but some scientific work was also carried
out-surveying, physiology, botany and a little geology. We flew from Iceland
to Narssarssuaq on 16 July-there are now two scheduled flights a week-and
were picked up by a small fishing boat owned by Carl Hoyer of Julianehaab.
Our equipment went by sea to Julianehaab. We lost two weeks on the journey
between Narssarssuaq and Tasermiut fjord owing to heavy pack-ice-the
worst, we were assured, for twenty-eight years. We finally set up our Base
Camp beside the snout of the Sermitsiaq glacier near the head of the fjord on
2 August. (The return boat journey, in ice-free conditions, took two days.
compared with seventeen on the outward trip.)
Our plans centred on the area between our Base Camp, and Lindenows fjord,
and particularly on the Cathedral (2130 m), the highest peak in the area, whose
photograph we had admired (A.J. 68. 44)' Advanced Base was set up at 920
m on the edge of the neve below the Cathedral, and another fine rock peak,

142 ollth Greenland: Tasermillt Fjord area showing the activities of the 196
Irish party. ee A.J. 6 . 307 for position and earlier hi tory

the Minster (2010 m). Another Camp (Camp Z 1300 m) was set up nearer
Lindenows fjord, beneath a group of peak of about 2000 m. \Ve were still in
the reconnai sance stage when very bad weather drove us back to Base Camp.
One peak, the Franci bjerg (c. 1 ro m) was climbed by the J-.ort rock ridge
(lII-I V) from the col between it and the athedral.

'43 Cathedral, IVest face.

A.J.6 . [44]
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'44 The :VJinster,

Oloh-west face

145 Looking south-west from athedral, towards Pingasut, c. 2100 m, in far
distance, and the twO summits of Hermelnbjerg, in middle distance

Heavy n wfall had put the peaks in the athedral area out of condition, so we
concentrated on the lower peaks on the we t side of the fjord. (" e had a rubber
dinghy and outboard, for fjord crossing, fishing, and emergenc communications.) ,re climbed four peak, all of metamorphic rock and all first a cent,
namely:
lieve Maan, 1440 m. A scramble up the broad, boulder outh-west ridge.
Ben Baun ~Ior, ]440 m and Beg, ]350 m. limbed by eas now ridge from
the col between the two peaks.
taircase Peak, 1360 m. Climbed b the East ridge. Easy cree and rock except
for the final to\\'er, probably III in good conditions, but most unpleasant with
all the holds masked by soft snow.
During this period we also attempted Aiguille No I above Base amp by a
couloir leading to the orth-east ridge close to the summit. But the final ridge,
though granite, was composed of un table boulders and the party retreated
down another couloir.
A few fine days stripped the snow oft' the higher peaks and we returned to
dvanced Ba e. During the remainder of our stay we made three more first
ascents:
athedral, 2130m. limbedfromacamp(1200m) nthecolbetween athedral
and l\linster. The route lay up a glacier to the bottom of the outh-ea t ridge
(two hours) and then up the ridge ( ix hours). The ridge gave good climbing on
excellent granite culminating in a final crack that was at lea t ,- sup.
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Tent Peak (West), z050 m. Climbed from Camp 2, up the outh ridge and then
up a series of ribs on the South face. The lower part was sno\ , easy rock or
scree, but the final stretch to the summit ridge was good granite, 1\ - .
Frederiksbjerg, 1800 m. Climbed up the snow couloir leading onto the easy
outh-west ridge.
We also attempted the Minster (ZOI0 m) from Advanced Base. A steep gully
of soft snow on ice led onto the "West shoulder. Above this we climbed the
granite West ridge. The climbing," as IV-V, but the rock was bad-soft and
friable. Then the ridge rose in a nose, and as we did not consider V-VI safe on
the poor quality rock, we retreated at about 1800 m.
Plenty of peaks remain to be climbed, as fine as the Cathedral, higher thal1 the
Minster. A little lower down the fjord Pingasut (c. ZIOO m) is a magnificent
monolith worth an expedition in itself. Less dedicated climbers can find easier
peaks, and enjoy the wonderful scenic combination of rock, ice and fjord. And
the fishing is tremendous ... But we were the second party to be delayed by
pack-ice, and unless they have time to spare, future parties might consider
using a helicopter to reach Base. A fuller article is in The Climber, December
1968.
Joss Lynam

146 'The Aiguilles' from Advanced Base

